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A One-day National Seminar was organized by Blue Online Services focusing on, the occasion
of World Investor Week extremely diverse and the challenges and financial issues faced while
investing. Mr Tanuj Poddar, CEO of the organization has found very crucial and multifaceted
financial status in the present scenario. The speaker of the seminar Mansi Khakharia explains the
issues such as access, equity, inclusion, quality of research, privatization and financing etc. are
integrally related with the society. On the other hand, basic problems such as inadequate
infrastructural facilities, less number of investment, low enrolment rate, outdated investment
policies are been understood.

Prof. Yogita Patil anchored the whole event with enthusiastic words. Dr. S. S. Bhandari,
Principal of our College encouraged all the participants with the flame of wise words. Seminar

begin with the words from Mansi Khakharia, she explained the different investment techniques
to invest in Mutual Funds. Besides, some other leading challenges such as continuous upgrading
of curriculum, financial globalization, investment freedom growth of private institutions, scarcity
of fund to meet the demand of various investors etc. has large impact in our market. Therefore,
an attempt was made in this Seminar to arrive at a reasonable solution of the issues and
challenges of Financial Freedom for an individual in our society.

Prof. Jyotsna Ware asked various types of questions and queries concerned the themes. Some
students also participated with the flames of question in the seminar. After a long talk vote of
thanks was drawn by Prof. Jyotsna Ware with all the enthused participants with different states
and cities. Overall the session was very fruitful and most helpful to the students as well as staff
and teachers.
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